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Rector
Much energy is returning to Jordanhill school
with the easing of COVID restrictions. We
re-introduced an assembly programme after
a two year gap and welcomed our first parental
audience back to the school. As I write, SQA
exams are taking place in the assembly hall - the
first external exams since May 2019 - and
preparations are underway for our residential
excursions to Abernethy, Raasay, Belfast
and London.
Glasgow was the centre of global attention in
November 2021 as it was host to COP26. This
provided rich fodder for learning experiences
in Jordanhill School and has reinvigorated our
eco groups. 2021-22 has also been a highly
successful year for sports. Our senior hockey team
battled through to the Scottish Cup final and our
senior footballers played at Celtic Park at the
Glasgow Cup final. These achievements are all the
more remarkable given the disruption of the past
24 months, with training and sport adversely
affected by restrictions.
Preparations are underway for our Centenary
dinner in the Kelvingrove Art Galleries & Museum
on Saturday 17th September. This will be followed by
an open day in school on Sunday 18th. We are very
much looking forward to meeting our former pupils,
parents and friends of the school at these events.
I am grateful to the staff and pupils of Jordanhill
School who continue to flourish and stay true to the
school’s motto. Learning remains at the heart of our
mission and I hope you enjoy reading about their
work in this edition of the Jordanhill Journal. My
thanks to all our contributors.
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Performances
Music making was sorely missed throughout the first
year of the pandemic, with restrictions on choir and
instrumental practice. We adapted quickly and have
taken advantage of restrictions lifting to give our pupils

the much needed experience of performing as part of a
group. After our successful virtual Christmas concerts,
our ensembles returned in January ready to prepare for a
new calendar of Spring events.

•

Above: Primary Orchestra

Above: Primary Choir
Left: Fiddle Group
Both the Secondary
Ensembles Concert and
Primary Spring Concert
showcased more of our
talented young musicians
and the Primary Choir’s
version of My Heart Will Go
On was simply outstanding.
4
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Above: Primary
percussion group
Many of our pupils achieved
highly in external music
exams and took part in the
Glasgow Music Festival,
RSNO Junior Chorus and
National Youth Orchestra
of Scotland events.
We are very excited about
welcoming audiences back
to our summer events.
Right: Kickstart band
Below: Primary Kickstart
orchestra

Performing with Scottish Ballet
We were delighted to hear of the success of Primary 5 pupil Kaitlyn Allan
who was chosen to perform with Scottish Ballet.
I am a junior associate with Scottish Ballet and I auditioned for the
Nutcracker Ballet in 2021. A few weeks later we got a phone call to say
I had been selected. I was so proud and excited.
We rehearsed every Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. The children
were in 2 scenes - the party scene and the mice scene. I played the
role of a little girl at the party with her parents. I got to work with many
amazing professional ballerinas. We performed in Edinburgh and
Newcastle. This experience was fabulous and is something I will treasure.
Jordanhill School • June Edition 2022
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RSNO Junior Chorus
By Evelyn Kelly, S5
Did you know that 26 pupils from Jordanhill School
are among the 300+ children and young people
from across Scotland who make up the Royal
Scottish National Orchestra (RSNO) Chorus?
These pupils have an amazing chance to sing at a
high level and to perform alongside the RSNO at
some fantastic concert venues.
RSNO staff recruit new Junior Chorus members
by running workshops in P3 classes every year and
then invite children to a follow-up audition. New
members usually start off in the Training Choir at
age 7, progress through the Probationary Choir
and then most of the choir move on to the Junior
Chorus until they’re 18 whilst the boys move onto
Changed Voices.
Training sessions take place weekly on Monday
evenings at the RSNO Centre. These involve several
things including musicianship, reading music, pitch
and rhythm games, music theory, vocal training
and then a singing session where everyone gets
together to rehearse pieces for the next RSNO
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performance. The tutors use the Kodály Method
and are very experienced at making learning and
singing exercises fun and interesting. However, high
standards and discipline are expected too. It can be
a bit tedious going over the same musical phrase
time and time again until the rhythm, harmonies
and dynamics are perfect whilst being drilled so that
the whole chorus stands up and sits down in unison,
holds the music scores in a certain way and masters
the art of not fidgeting when sitting in the choir
stalls. It does, however, make sense that they want
the Junior Chorus to be as professional as possible
and want to do justice to the wonderful orchestra
we are performing alongside.
During the pandemic, sessions had to be conducted
online, so it has been great to get back to in-person
rehearsals, do live performances and meet up with
choir friends from other schools again. In November
last year, the Junior Chorus was invited to perform
a few specially commissioned songs about climate
change in the Green Zone at the Glasgow Science

Centre as part of COP-26. Since then, our performances with the RSNO orchestra have included
Children’s Classic Concerts, Tchaikovsky’s The
Nutcracker, and Faure’s Requiem. We are
currently rehearsing the Ukraine Prayer for Peace
which will be sung in Ukrainian and have been
invited to perform Mahler’s Symphony No.3 at the
Edinburgh Festival. Hopefully we’ll get back to
doing one of my personal favourite concerts, The
Snowman, which is an annual event for families
with lots of fun audience participation that gets
everyone in the Christmas spirit.
It is a huge privilege to sit in the same spectacular
concert halls as the RSNO, which include the
Glasgow Royal Concert Hall, the Edinburgh
Usher Hall, Dundee’s Caird Hall and even the
Royal Albert Hall in London. From the choir stalls
we have a bird’s-eye view of the whole orchestra
and the advantage of hearing and watching these
amazingly skilled musicians perform some of the
greatest classical pieces. We have also had some
wonderful opportunities to take part in concerts
with incredible solo musicians such as the cellist
Sheku Kanneh-Mason, who was the 2016 BBC
Young Musician of the Year and performed at Harry
and Meghan’s wedding. We were incredibly lucky to
have Sheku chat with us online as a guest speaker,
along with Nicola Benedetti and the widelyadmired conductor, Elim Chan.

At times the RSNO Junior Chorus performances are
recorded and live-streamed or played on the radio.
For example, just before the pandemic, we were
filmed performing “Earth”, a piece by Hans Zimmer
which featured on CBBC as part of a “Ten Pieces”
programme for schools. In April, the performance of
Faure’s Requiem was aired on The Classic FM Video
Channel. If you’d like to listen, (and see if you can
spot some Jordanhill pupils), just scroll to the
correct date (14th April 2022) at
https://www.facebook.com/ClassicFM/.
So, if you have a good wee singer in your house, I
would highly recommend trying out for the RSNO
Junior Chorus. Given that tutors haven’t been able
to go into schools during the pandemic, auditions
can now be applied for online. Being a member
means hard work and dedicated practice, but the
benefits of a comprehensive singing training and
the opportunities for performing with the RSNO
are fantastic. Playing a small part in a high-quality
performance, enjoyed, and appreciated by an
audience brings such a sense of pride. Most
satisfying, however, is being applauded by the
RSNO musicians themselves, or when we get a
thumbs up from Patrick Barrett, (Junior Chorus
Director), Christine Walker (Chorus Manager) and
Thomas Søndergård, (Music Director of RSNO) as
this is what really lets us know that we’ve done a
good job.

•
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YoungMusician
of the Year 2022

Like most events of 2021-22 this was held without a
parental audience, but we did have a small audience of
pupils who enjoyed listening to their peers. Our visiting
judges commented on the obvious musicianship of all
participants and were impressed with the high standards
of performance on the evening.

8
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Junior Category Winner: Alistair Hillis
Runners Up: Ellen Phillips and Martha Johnson
Senior Category Winner: Euan Aitken
Runners Up: Daka Zvekare and Eleanor Carrie

Junior Finalists
Joe Carty (Bassoon),
Adam Winter (French Horn),
Kathy Ross (Viola),
Alistair Hillis (Flute),
Logan Armstrong (Bassoon),
Eleanor Winter (Cello),
Rebecca Forrester (Oboe),
Jenna Wong (Piano),
Ellen Phillips (Clarinet),
Jamie Rodger (French Horn),
Martha Johnson (Violin), and
Fraser Smith (Bassoon)

Senior Finalists
Iona Hamilton (Marimba),
Eleanor Carrie (Violin),
Fiona Bruton (French Horn),
Erin Miller (Cello),
Euan Aitken (Piano),
Daka Zvekare (Violin)

Euan Aitken
Senior Winner

“I was so pleased at coming 1st in the Young Musician
of the Year. It was an opportunity to perform in front
of others, something which hasn’t really existed over
the last few years. Playing in front of an audience
is nerve-racking for me because there’s so much to
think about, like the way I walk out to the front, how to
acknowledge the audience and all the small aspects
of playing that must go well on the night. It’s very blurry
afterwards, because before you know it, it’s over, the
next person comes on to perform and you can relax
knowing your part is finished.
I love playing flute and piano, and singing too - I think
these instruments all help me appreciate different
things in music. I remember the first flute lesson I had,
where I couldn’t even get a note out because of the
new breathing technique involved. I was annoyed I
couldn’t just press down on a key like on the piano for a
sound to be heard! I’m very grateful to all my teachers
(Ms Spears for flute, Mrs Inglis for piano and Mrs Dickie
for voice) as they are really encouraging and they help
me enormously. I love learning music because of the
diversity of it and the knowledge it has given me. “
Alistair Hillis

Alistair Hillis, S3,
Junior Young Musician of the Year 2022
Jordanhill School • June Edition 2022
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UKMT Junior
Mathematical Challenge
S1 Winners
Gold and Best in School: Heather Hughes
Gold: Matthew Gillespie
Silver: Tymon Kadziolka, Amelie Lapthorn, Cate
Maule, Craig Hartley and Rhuairdh Laing.
Bronze: Craig Marshall, Joseph McDermott,
Matthew Dodson, Aidan Thomson, Amelie Curtis,
Callum McColl, Thomas Sloane, Jamie Rodger,
Lewis Shearer, Murdo Mackenzie, Anna Phillips
and Nathan McKee.

S2 Winners
Gold and Best in Year: Rory Gibson
Silver: Owen Ramsay, Charlie Shearer, Jay Yang,
Rory Castle, Joe Carty, Johnathan Earl,
Jay Happell and Eilidh Graham.
Bronze: Holly Robertson, Thomas Pitman, Anna
Kelly, Billy Lundie, Remy Bosch-Kennedy, Ruaridh
Kielty, Safey Ibrahim, Anna Houston, Katie Little,
Caroline Mackay, Fraser Corfield, Rory Galbraith,
Alistair Mathie, Erin McCallum, Harrison Aitken
and Lauryn O’Brien.
UKMT Junior Kangaroo
Heather Hughes, Matthew Gillespie and
Rory Gibson have qualified for the
Junior Kangaroo competition: good luck!

10
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Scottish Maths Challenge
Primary 7 For the first year, P7 pupils volunteered
to participate. Huge congratulations to Ilaria Leith
who won Gold with 100% of the marks!

S3
Gold: Kaiwen Wang
Bronze: Megan McCarry

LEWIS BANKS,
Professional musician
and former pupil.

MY NAME IS LEWIS BANKS, and I’m a professional
musician based in Glasgow. I studied saxophone at the
Royal Conservatoire of Scotland for 6 years (2012-18),
where I won the Principal’s Prize for Excellence, and also
became the first student to be twice awarded 100% in
their final degree recitals. Today, I’m lucky enough to
work regularly with renowned ensembles such as the
Scottish Chamber Orchestra, BBC Philharmonic and
the BBC SSO to name a few. I also work extensively as a
soloist, releasing my recent album, ‘Chrysalis’, in 2021 and
commissioning over 100s of music from contemporary
composers since 2018. My time at the conservatoire
seems like another lifetime to me now, and particularly
so since the pandemic has warped my sense of time.
However, what I want to focus on here happened far
longer ago, back when I was at school.
Although I considered myself a beginner at saxophone
when I arrived at Jordanhill School in 2006, I actually
started playing my first notes when I was in Primary 7
at another school, where I spent my first happy years
of education. I was offered the chance to pick up an
instrument and having my elder sister Vanessa already
involved with the saxophone, made that choice quite
easy…for my Mum. I have to admit, at the time I actually
wanted to play the guitar, but my Mum persuaded me to
pick sax because there were so many more opportunities
to play in ensembles and bands, and I’m glad I did.
What most people are surprised to hear about my initial
experience with the instrument, is that I basically hated it!
One of the visiting teachers at that time was quite frankly,

dreadful, and killed any initial enthusiasm I had for the
instrument. The turning point happened when I arrived
at Jordanhill School and had my first lesson with
Mr Langford. The enthusiasm he has for music was
infectious and he really made me want to practise and
get better. I can still vividly remember coming out of that
first lesson and I just couldn’t wait to go back the following week! It’s experiences like this that make me realise
that nothing we accomplish as individuals is truly ‘self –
made’. In my view, individual dedication and work ethic
is purely the price of admission to creating anything
worthwhile. What is undervalued in the whole equation
is the effect that others have on the path our life takes,
and I can honestly say that had I not gone to Jordanhill
School, I almost certainly wouldn’t have become a
musician.
Another experience which sticks out in my mind whilst
writing this, was my first time playing in a school band:
The Junior Big Band to be specific, playing an arrangement of ‘Sunny’ by Bobby Hebb. I can still remember
getting shivers as I heard my own part joining with
everything else for the first time to create something that
to me, was truly amazing. It’s experiences like this that
got me addicted to the saxophone, to learning about
music, and it started me on the path which I’m still
discovering today.
As a professional, something I try and do regularly is
remember why I started, as following your lifelong
passion is extremely hard, repetitive work at times. Well,
most of the time. So, my little bit of advice to current
students for when the going gets tough is, remember
why you started. I find it so helpful for perspective in the
inevitable difficult moments.
I had an amazing time at Jordanhill School, and I enjoyed
so many aspects of the what the school has to offer.
But what sticks out more than anything is my musical
experiences at the school, as these truly shaped who
I am today.
You can listen to Lewis’ latest album at:
https://elevenkinds.com/catalogue/chrysalis/
Jordanhill School • June Edition 2022
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Technology in the Primary department
T

his year we have been very excited to trial new
technology in some of our Primary classes. Upper
primary pupils are delighted to be using the new
Chromebooks, which have been instrumental in P7
research tasks. Pupils in P2 and P6 have been using
tablets and the Seesaw app to engage in a range of
learning experiences. The tablets have been fantastic for
building digital literacy skills, as well as promoting access
to successful independent learning. The pupils love
recording themselves and playing back their responses!

FROM THE ARCHIVES:

Predicting the Future

We had a look back through past issues of the Journal
to look at how technology was being used in Jordanhill
school. The first article we found is from a Primary pupil
writing in 1965. Here, the pupil wrote a predictive essay
on how computers could be merged with the public
telephone system to revolutionise communication in the
future. Aside from the glimpse of household roles which
reflect the age this was written, it is fascinating to read
how these technology predictions have come true.

The Age of Science

FROM THE ARCHIVES:
USING COMPUTERS IN
SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS
This article is from 1980 when
computers were starting to appear
in Scottish schools. The use of the
‘microcomputer’ to help with physics
experiments is fascinating. Although
over 40 years ago, the use of a computer
for interfacing with school experiments
was really advanced at that time.
Much has changed in Jordanhill School
since 1980. We have so many more
computers-all secondary pupils have
an individual laptop- and the equipment we use is much more powerful
and user friendly. However, the use
described-measuring and analysing data
from science experiments-is the same
today as it was then.
12
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One day a housewife out shopping
will be able to telephone home to
turn on the cooker in her kitchen.
When she and her husband are
visiting for the evening, they will
be able to have calls automatically
transferred to them by dialling a
special code number.
A housewife ordering the Sunday
joint will simply press a button
marked ‘butcher’. There will be
others marked ‘Aunt Lucy’,
‘school’ or Dad’s office’.
The first housewife to turn on her cooker from
a callbox will be an American, for the
system is about to be tried out at
Succasunna, New jersey, sixty miles
from New York.
Two Hundred subscribers there have
been told that the new ESS exchange
is unlikely to be out of order for
more than an hour in forty years.
P7(2), 1965

Football Success
S5 pupil Magnus Mackenzie is continuing to make great
strides in the world of football. He was selected to play
for Scotland U17s, playing all three of their games at
Falkirk Stadium – against the Czech Republic on March
23, Germany on March 26 and Georgia on March 29.

What position do you play?
Left back
How long have you been playing for Celtic youth?
5 years
Tell us about your training schedule?
At the moment I am part time in school and training.
The training set is normally 4-5 days a week plus a game.
Career highlights?
Getting player of the tournament at the GoPlay
tournament in Glasgow when I was 13. Getting chosen
for Scotland. Making my reserves debut.
What is the dream?
To become a professional footballer who plays for
a living and enjoys it.
Who are your football heroes?
Kieran Tierney, Lionel Messi and Gareth Bale
What is coming up?
My scotland team has managed to make it to the final
group stages of the Euros. We leave on the 12th of May
to go to Israel. Our group are looking very strong as we
have been placed with Portugal, Denmark and Sweden.
It is a great feeling going after just managing to qualify
through the elite rounds. My Celtic season is over so
hopefully this trip can make a great end to the year.
Jordanhill School • June Edition 2022
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Glasgow Young Enterprise
Award Winners 2022
A

t the start of S5,
. we were asked to
pick a general interest
subject alongside our 5
Highers. I chose Business Enterprise because
it interested me due to
the prospect of starting
and running a business. I
was in a group with Haris
Ahmed, Drew McMillan,
Luke Mackay and Archie
Graham.
Our first group task was
to choose our team roles.
I was managing director,
Haris was finance
director, Archie was
Sales director, Drew was
marketing director, and
Luke was operations
director. The roles were picked considering everyone’s
skills and qualities. We then spent time discussing our
enterprising ideas: selling pizzas, car-washing and selling
sweets. We didn’t sell pizzas as we knew that we would
need to get a food licence and to ensure proper packaging of food. Selling sweets was also off the table as the
market was so concentrated with businesses which were
already established and more reputable. We chose to do
car cleaning due to the cheap initial investment, abundance of dirty cars (!) and lack of competition in the area.
We decided to charge £5 for outside and £10 for outside and inside. We had a wide pool of customers right
at the school: our teachers. We each had to buy shares
of the business as part of the Young Enterprise project.
We bought all of our soaps, sponges and buckets from
Amazon.
An unexpected problem was that there was so much
interest in our business that we thought we would be
overwhelmed with so many cars to be washed. It took us
several weeks to get our technique perfect to streamline how we washed cars. We also had to set up a bank
account through HSBC which took a couple of months
to open because of several problems with the application
process, this meant that we had all of our cash in hand
which caused more hassle in handling money.
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Halfway through the year a new member, Cameron
Munro, joined our group and he helped us out with
washing cars. We decided to make leaflets and post
them through letterboxes to get even more business.
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We had a couple of
slow months in the
winter because of
the constant rain and
the breakdown of our
buckets. We found
old buckets which we
repurposed for our
needs.
In the middle of the
project, we had to
complete an exam
from Strathclyde
Business school about
our personal experience of the program
so far. We also had to
do work for Glasgow
Kelvin College to gain
the qualification for the
program. This involved
writing a full business report outlining all aspects of our
business from our financials to our business model.
Our business was entered into the Glasgow Young
|Enterprise regional finals against rival schools. We were
asked to do a 10-minute interview with a panel of very
intimidating judges. They asked us questions such as,
why we set up the business, how we set up our business
and how we settled disputes within the business. A story
which resonated with the judges was washing a dirty and
dusty car which hadn’t been washed for 10 years.
The judges thought it was admirable that we didn’t have
many arguments in a large group of 6 people. What set
us apart from the other groups was that we made a profit
and didn’t try to overcomplicate what we were doing
We won the journey award which was the first award
the school has won in 15 years in the Young Enterprise
program.
The experience of leading a team taught me that when
you use everyone’s skills and qualities effectively you
can make a very successful business out of such a simple
idea. The best thing about the program was that we had
free reign to create any business we wanted, and we got
to make all the decisions by ourselves. It has forced me
to accept that running a business requires a lot of planning and admin work behind the scenes which doesn’t
generate money but creates a solid foundation to build
up the business. It has also made me more interested in
operating my own business someday.

•••

The power of social media,
Hamish MacRae
Hamish recently left us to pursue studies at Glasgow
Caledonian University. At the end of his first year, Hamish
gained media attention of his own for his creative work
celebrating his passion for Manchester City.

M

y name is Hamish MacRae, and I was a Jordanhill
..School student for 13 years between 2007 and
2020. After leaving school prematurely due to the start
of the Covid pandemic, I began studying Multimedia
Journalism at Glasgow Caledonian University, where
I’m now in my second year. My time at Jordanhill really
helped me hone the skills that I’ve needed to use in my

University course,
most notably through
expanding my
knowledge of language
structure in English,
understanding of software in Computing, and political
awareness in Modern Studies. My time in school was
also when I started to run a
dedicated Instagram social
media page for my favourite
football team, Manchester City.
I created the page in early 2018,
when I was coming towards the
end of fourth year, as I wanted
to share my views of the team at
a time when we were thriving.
From those humble beginnings,
making posts each day after
school, I’ve now amassed a
following of over 35,000
people on the account, and
have posted over 2,000 times.
The page has also allowed me
to make a breakthrough on
YouTube, where I appeared on
live watchalongs of matches
with two friends during last
year’s behind-closed-doors
matches, as well as a role writing
for the largest independent
Manchester City news website.
These extracurricular activities
have set me up well to break
into the sports journalism
industry when I leave University.
I’d encourage Jordanhill pupils
to identify what they’d like to
do later in life and make sure
that they work hard in school
to put themselves in the best
possible position to achieve
those dreams; make sure to
have fun in the process, though!
Celebrating
Manchester City’s
success
Jordanhill School • June Edition 2022
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Former pupil reflections:

David Niven
I

went to Jordanhill
School in 1956 at the
age of 4 until the age
of 17 and remember it
well. School days remain
in memory for life. I was
in St John and therefore
subjected to a varied level of house success! I chose not
to go to college or university then, probably having a very
early gap year before it was called that. I was lucky to get
work with the Boys Athletic League of America. I was
based in New York in the District of Harlem and we took
several different age groups of children up State New
York into a National Park and lived, in some ways, like
Native Americans. I was lucky to be one of three
Europeans selected. The rest of the camp counsellors
were American. However, that was also significant for
me because, when I went there, I probably came across
as quite naïve.
I think I must have grown up 10 years in 6 months. Most
of the American counsellors had recently returned from

the war in Vietnam and many of them had real adjustment problems. It felt like such a volatile time in history
with thousands dying in another unnecessary war.
I think that working with the children began to shape
a career. Back in Scotland I became Scottish Youth
Organiser for Shelter, the campaign for the homeless.
Moving to London I started work with a London Authority
as an unqualified social worker with homeless families.
I then went to College and qualified as a social worker.
Child protection and working with children and families
in a healthcare settings, with GPs to start with and then in
a larger Health Centre. I moved to the West Country and
managed child protection teams there. I was also very
involved with the Professional Association and held
various offices. In the mid 1990s I was elected National
chairman of the British Association of social workers and
began many years of working with senior people in all
four countries, mainly concerning the safeguarding of
children.
I’m very passionate about what social work can offer
and I’m also very passionate about the image of social

David Niven in Jordanhill Primary department-back row, 2nd from the left.
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work in the media because there are so many wonderful
things going on and so much good work being done. So
many children and vulnerable adults are being protected.
When all you seem to read is negative comments about
social workers, with no balance, it’s very dispiriting to the
profession. One result of being thrust into the spotlight
was that, by having to learn as I went, I ended up
regularly speaking for the profession on TV, radio and
in newspapers which gave me a good grounding for
presenting the podcast later.
The people I met whilst in office have subsequently
become part of a larger network. I’ve done a lot of work
with police forces in England and Wales, helping start a
charity with Avon and Somerset that was very powerful
in highlighting safety in sport and also focussed on
unregulated home stays. Abroad, I did work with Interpol,
in Sri Lanka and in Thailand, on sex tourism which is a
terrible problem in some countries. One of the best
moments was working with several members of the
House of Lords helping to lobby and plan for what became the 1998 Sex Offences Act creating the register of
offenders and giving UK courts the ability to prosecute
UK citizens for offences committed abroad against
children.

PEOPLE WHO
HELP US
Primary 2 pupils
enjoyed dressing-up
as part of their
‘People who help us’
topic. Spot the
staff too!

I was invited onto the international advisory board of the
Global Institute for social work. Our Chair is in Singapore
and board members are around the world.
Perhaps one of the things I’m most proud of is that, for
the last 8 years, I have presented the podcast ‘thoughts
on the social world’ or www.socialworldpodcast.com I
have managed to create about 120 programmes with
a wonderful variety of guests including Government
Ministers, front line practitioners, groups fighting human
trafficking, slave free trade and Missing Children Europe,
based in Brussels. The podcast is free and the back
catalogue is there for anybody who wishes to have a look.
One thing I hope that comes through is my commitment to the principles of social work. I would encourage
students at Jordanhill, still contemplating what direction
they would like to take , to have a look at social work.
There are quite a variety of disciplines within social
work including children and families , mental health, all
needs of vulnerable adults, working with people with
impairments, various health based positions, forensic
social work, looked after children, fostering and adoption and many other settings. All in addition to specialist
safeguarding teams for children and vulnerable adults
although, these days, safeguarding comes into every
job. The profession itself is quite young. Its components
are much older. The actual coming together of all the
disciplines really only happened in 1970 with the creation
of the British Association of Social Workers. We’ve come
a long way since and the improvements in both the
academic and practical learning are significant.
Nowadays, with some legal and practical requirements
being different, social work in the four home nations is
much more tailored to suit the needs of each country.
Social work is skilful, rewarding and able to make a
difference in the quality of people’s lives. I wish all pupils
at the school success in whatever path you choose.
DAVID NIVEN
Jordanhill School • June Edition 2022
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Former pupil reflections:

Thomas A. Baillie
A

S THE 5-year-old son of the former Manager of
. Bowmore Distillery on the Isle-of-Islay, I arrived in
Glasgow with my family early in 1953 and was promptly
enrolled in the “Primary 1” class at Jordanhill School. The
environment in “the big city” couldn’t have been more
different from the rural village that I’d just left, but somehow I adapted to my new life, thanks to a welcoming and
supportive staff at school and a great bunch of classmates. The next 13 years were transformative indeed,
and my education at Jordanhill provided the academic
foundation for what was to become a lifelong career in
science. In particular, I credit two chemistry teachers,
Ms. Chisholm and Mr. Neeley, for sparking in me a deep
interest in chemistry that set the course of my subsequent studies at Glasgow University that led ultimately
to the award of BSc and PhD degrees in chemistry. This
was followed by a period of postdoctoral research at
the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Sweden, and a
lectureship at the University of London, prior to my
move to the USA in 1978 to take up a faculty position at
the University of California San Francisco.
Three years later, I joined the faculty in the School of
Pharmacy at the University of Washington in Seattle,
Above: Dr Baillie speaking at an international
conference, Montreal 2017
Below: Tom with brothers John and Hector at
Jordanhill Sports Day
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Washington, where I was promoted through the ranks
to Professor of Medicinal Chemistry. My research
interests there focused largely on the side-effects of
medicines, and on approaches to the rational design
of safer drugs. Not surprisingly, I interacted extensively
with the pharmaceutical industry during that time, as a
result of which I was offered an appointment at Merck
Research Laboratories in Pennsylvania as Vice President
of Drug Metabolism. I accepted this exciting opportunity to contribute to drug discovery and development
programs at one of the world’s largest pharmaceutical
companies and I remained on the US East Coast until
being recruited back to the University of Washington as
Dean of the same school that I had left 14 years before.
Finally, I retired from the University of Washington in
2016 and now live with my wife, Kathleen (also a
chemist), on one of the San Juan Islands (Orcas Island)
just south of the Canadian border close to Vancouver,
BC. I have two grown sons – Kevin, who is a special
effects supervisor in the movie industry, and Mark, who
followed in his father’s footsteps and is a faculty member
in the chemistry department at the University of
Arkansas.
As I look back over the time I spent in Glasgow and in the
years since, I feel immensely fortunate to have benefited
from an excellent education that enabled me to pursue
a truly rewarding career and make a positive impact on
the lives of others, both from my time in academia and
in industry. I have traveled extensively, made friends
worldwide, and have contributed to the successful
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development of a number of safe and effective
medicines. I can honestly trace much of this back to
the foundational training that I received at Jordanhill
School, not just in academics, but in the broad range
of skills necessary to succeed in an increasingly
complex global environment. Yes, hard work is
necessary, but maintaining a balance between formal
schoolwork and activities such as sports (especially
team sports), hobbies, clubs, music, travel, etc., is equally
important. “Soft” skills (effective interpersonal and
communication abilities) are valued highly in the
workplace, especially in the business sector, and breadth
and depth of education are important prerequisites for
career advancement.
Talking of hobbies, I have always maintained a keen
interest in aviation, thanks to my father who was a pilot
in the RAF during World War II. While at Jordanhill
School, I was a member of the RAF Air Training Corps
(“Air Cadets”) which provided free flying experiences
in gliders at Abbotsinch (now Glasgow Airport) and in
De Havilland Chipmunk trainers at Turnhouse Airport
outside of Edinburgh. The latter were flown by RAF
reserve pilots who allowed us to briefly take the controls
and also treated us to various aerobatic maneuvers; I still
remember the time when a fellow cadet and his pilot
took off to do some aerobatics over the Firth of Forth,
and the (clearly apprehensive) cadet threw up during
the course of a loop – while upside-down! Fast forward

to 2019 when I myself was strapped into the rear of a
2-seat Spitfire fighter at Biggin Hill in Kent for a ride
down to the famous White Cliffs of Dover – a memorable
birthday gift from Kathleen! I actually learned to fly here
in the USA some 40 years ago, and thus I have been
able to combine my passion for science with my love of
aviation. I currently own a single-engine airplane called a
Commander, in which Kathleen and I have travelled the
country and visited such distant places as Alaska and the
Bahamas – all great fun!
But, back to Jordanhill School…. I have learned that the
friendships that you make at school will last a lifetime;
my graduating class of 1966 held our 50-year reunion at
the School, and it was remarkable how little those of us
who attended had changed (inwardly at least, if not in
outward appearance!) Keep in touch with your classmates – you’ll be glad that you did! Jordanhill rightly
deserves its reputation as one of the best schools in the
country, and it is gratifying to read that the school that
launched my career has produced so many talented
former pupils that have gone on to have had a positive
influence in so many different fields. Jordanhill will
provide you with the tools you need to be successful –
it’s up to you how to put them to good use!
Ad summa nitor!
Mrs Morrison’s Primary 4 class, Jordanhill, 1957.
Tom Baillie is second row from back, 4th from left.

1
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OBITUARY

certainly would not have passed current Risk
Assessments – was there an actual fire escape in the one
in Pourville-Sur-Mer?

Etta
Whyte

Mr Branston ‘soon’ came up with the idea that Etta would
be the ideal member of staff to take groups of S6 pupils
on educational cruises – usually the SS Nevada or SS
Uganda. Again, these were hugely successful and took
Etta all over the world. It was on the 1978 cruise that Etta
was to meet Peter Whyte, the recently retired and widowed Rector of Hutcheson’s Grammar who had taught
at Jordanhill College School before being called up in
1939. What a small world! The rest, as they say, is History.
Etta and Peter had 36 years together before Peter died in
2016, aged 102!

By Eileen Young
(née Lang),
FP 1958-72
Henrietta Bartholomew Whyte/Lang, née Shearer, died
on 5th March at the age of 98 – and a half! She had been
in hospital for less than 48 hours and her passing was
peaceful, just as she would have wanted.
Etta’s connection to Jordanhill (College School) spanned
over 40 years. When pupils at Hillhead High School
were evacuated to Cally House in 1939 they were joined
by pupils from Jordanhill College School. Etta (HHS)
was Head Girl and Willie Cameron (JCS) was Head Boy.
Lessons were joint and the story goes that there were so
few pupils for Higher German that they were held in the
teacher’s car – the teacher being one Miss Sophie
Chesters from JCS.
As a graduate in French and German Etta decided to
follow the same path as both her parents. Her father
had been a Primary Headteacher and her mother a
Primary teacher. Whilst in her first teaching post at
Whitehill Secondary School, she met a fellow Modern
Languages teacher by the name of Maisie Lang. Maisie
was a former pupil of Jordanhill College School (dux
in 1931). There is no doubt that Etta’s first love was for
French so Maisie’s invitation to the German Club at
Glasgow University was reluctantly accepted. Perhaps
Maisie already had the ulterior motive – her brother
Ralston was also a member! Ralston, too, had been a
pupil at Jordanhill College School (dux in 1933) and
now a Modern Languages teacher there.
Etta and Ralston married in 1949 and Etta joined the staff
soon after. Daughters Sheena and Eileen were born in
1950 and 1953 respectively. Etta took some time off, but
the lure of the classroom meant that she was back teaching as soon as allowed!
Sheena and Eileen attended the school and the Lang
family were all together there until it was time for Sheena
to leave in 1969 and head to St. Andrews University to
study Modern Languages. These were incredibly happy
years for Etta, in her element in the classroom and an
inspiration to many pupils.
Sad times were to follow when, very suddenly, in 1971
Ralston died. Etta was just 47. She continued to teach
and even dabbled in the new concept of “Guidance”. She
grasped the introduction of new technologies fairly easily
and the new textbooks (latterly Éclair with the central
character PMF). Trips to France were a great success with
Etta thriving on being in the country where she could
speak French. There were definitely some hotels which
20
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The final link to Jordanhill College School came in the
form of Stewart Young, a young Modern Languages
teacher who joined the staff of JCS in 1980. Not only did
Etta take him under her wing but she successfully used
her match making skills to see Stewart marry Eileen in
1984. Hence, Etta’s link to Jordanhill College School
continued until 1987 when Stewart moved on to
pastures new.
Etta will be sorely missed by family and friends with many
pupils over many years at Jordanhill College School
benefitting from her amazing ability to teach.
You can read a tribute to Peter Whyte on page 24 of the
March 2017 edition of the Journal - journal_march_2017.
pdf (jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk)

•

Eileen was herself Joint Dux of the school in 1971 along
with Harry Potter.

From the Archives:
Coronation Year 1953
As we celebrate the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee in 2022
we take a walk down memory lane to find out how the
school celebrated the Queen’s Coronation.
We have digitized a number of archive films, including the
Coronation Cruise and School Sports Day. To view online
go to: www.jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk/archive-films/

A Coronation Holiday

From the Journal, 1953
The school observed a 3 Coronation Holiday
from Monday 1st - Wednesday 3rd June 1953.
A new flagpole was installed at the front of the
school and a new school flag made by the Art
Department.

A Queen is crowned, the bells resound
To the joy of all the nation;
And we shall have a holiday
To cap the celebration.
Good health unto Her Majesty!
And long, long may she rule;
The gracious Queen who granted us
A holiday from school
Anne McIntyre,
Primary 7 (2)

Coronation Day

Wednesday 3rd June P7-S6 pupils went on a
Coronation Cruise down the Clyde to Millport
on the Waverley. Younger pupils spent the
afternoon in the College grounds and in the
school for film shows.

Oh, to go to the Coronation
To see the Queen and her cheering nation,
And to see the beautiful Windsor Greys
Pulling her coach through crowded ways.
The Queen is wearing elaborate robes,
As into the Abbey she gracefully goes,
Right through the Hall the anthems ring,
And all is hushed as the choir boys sing.
The crowning is over; the Queen wears her
Crown;
She is now wearing a golden gown
To Buckingham Palace she’s taken straight
away,
Then goes with her family to the wide balcony

Friday 19th June the school held the
Coronation Sports Day.

Sheena Colquhoun,
Primary 7 (1)

Monday 1st June 1953 the school broadcast a
pre-coronation religious service from the BBC
studios in Glasgow. The service was conducted
by the headmaster (Mr Andrew Walker) and
the preacher was Rev Donald McFarlan of the
Trinity College.
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Environmental awareness
in Jordanhill School
By Morag Munro (Head of Chemistry) and
Jess McCall (acting Principal Teacher of Primary)

Grow-mato!

Continuing the success of the pumpkin and chilli
growing, the Primary team launched the Growmato
project this spring. Primary pupils were invited to
purchase a tomato plant to look after and grow at home.
Pupils are encouraged to look at the height and harvest
of their fruits, and we look forward to seeing the pictures
and hearing of the successes after the summer term.

Our 6th Green flag
AS RESTRICTIONS EASED, pupils enjoyed coming
together to look at ways of promoting environmental
awareness and improving our local environment. Our
Primary eco group worked with Primary pupils who
helped us achieve our 6th Green Flag for our Eco
Schools work. Highlights of the assessor’s report included
our Litter and Waste actions that have helped our pupils
to develop their understanding of recycling waste and
have encouraged greater recycling in school. Our
partnership with the University of Strathclyde in
teaching the ‘Island Explorers’ topics was also noted as
having greatly supported pupils in becoming more aware
of the current environmental
issues around the world and
S2 pupils giving back
in Scotland.
to the Jordanhill
community
Our eco group joined forces with
Primary 6 and S4 to start the first
of many litter picks within the
Jordanhill community. S2 joined
the project, collecting litter from
the Nature Walk and Victoria
Park, linking their learning in
RME to looking after their
environment.
Valuable lessons were learned
about the harmful effects of
littering on the environment. A
big thank you to Cindy Mathie
from the Glasgow Eco-Trust for
providing the equipment and also
to Robert from Friends of Victoria
Park for helping us co-ordinate
the day and target some of the
litter hot spots.
22
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Litter Pick

Tomato
plants
growing in
the science
department
greenhouse

Guest Speakers

The newly formed secondary group were keen to learn
more about sustainability. They created a programme
of speakers with Cindy Mathie from the Glasgow Eco
Trust invited as their first guest. Cindy gave a very
informative talk on Active Travel with pupils hearing how
simple changes to travel habits can contribute to a better
environment. Lorna Toner of The Green Turtle – Eco
Choices was our second guest speaker. Lorna engaged
the audience by presenting on the many sustainable
alternative products we can use in our everyday lives
such as re-usable sandwich wraps which help reduce
the amount of single use plastic in our waste.

Ecosia

Following investigation and feedback from pupils,
Jordanhill School is reviewing the web browser Ecosia,
which is a carbon positive company who plant a tree for
every 45 searches. We are hopeful that we can make
more use of this search engine and in doing so,
contribute to environmental improvement.

:“The relaunch of the Eco Group
has already prompted important
conversations about sustainability
and environmental protection.
The group has made progress
toward environmental protection
both in the school and in the
surrounding area. From litter picking
to collecting cans to recycle, so much
has already been done to make the
school a greener place.”
Katy Galbraith

“I have really enjoyed the
opportunity for open discussion
about how we can improve
Jordanhil ’s outlook on sustainability.
It has been amazing the progress
we have already made in such a
short period of time.”
Fiona Bruton

Members of the eco group collecting cans for recycling

“Wee-can” recycle

The “Wee can” recycle scheme was launched this term
where the school community are invited to recycle their
empty drinks cans. Cans are collected, crushed and sold
back directly to the recycler at EMR metal recycling. As
well as promoting recycling, this helps to raise funds for
the eco group to invest in
other sustainable initiatives.

School Garden

The school garden has been
weeded and tidied, ready for
the advice from the Glasgow
Eco Trust on improving the
area and maximising the
biodiversity.
Our thanks to our wonderful science technicians, staff
volunteers and pupils who
have helped to improve our Refreshing our
garden.
school garden

•

“In the recent relaunch of the eco
committee, we have been encouraging
sustainable conversation and ideas
from all year groups at our meetings.
I think it is important, as a young
person, to learn more and motivate
others to make small changes while
promoting climate activism.”
Lucy Arthur
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Retiral of

Dr MacMillan
Kenny MacMillan has been a popular member of
the secondary teaching staff for over 30 years.
He has inspired many young people to pursue a
career in science and engineering. Here, Kenny
reflects on his career at Jordanhill School as he
marks his early retirement from teaching.

I

n January 2021, I unfortunately caught COVID along
..with the rest of my family despite being very careful
..about shielding, since I already had a lung condition
called Pulmonary Fibrosis. I spent nearly six weeks
in hospital until the end of February 2021. The main
consequence of COVID for me was that it accelerated
the progression of my Pulmonary Fibrosis. This has resulted in me being on medical oxygen 24/7 and having
to use a wheelchair all the time, as my oxygen levels
desaturate easily upon any form of exertion. I had
originally hoped that my condition might improve
enough for me to return to work, but this hasn’t
transpired, leading me to reluctantly conclude that
I needed to retire early due to ill health, which I have
just done at the end of March this year.
I joined the school in August 1989, straight from
completing my PGCE at Jordanhill College of
Education. I was fortunate in having Mr Donaldson join
the school staff at the same time, having gone through
the College course with me. This is a strong friendship
that has lasted for the 33 years. I was aware of the
school’s reputation of high achievement, which was a little daunting at
first. Back then, I wondered if in some
ways the school was stepping out on
a bit of a limb in employing a teacher
with a disability, as I have Spina Bifida
and used elbow crutches to move
around. However, most people that
have commented say that they don’t
really perceive
me as disabled because up until
recently, I was able to do things
reasonably independently. I’d like
to think that this has provided a
good role model for staff, pupils and
parents.
During my 33 years at the school, I
have had the privilege of getting to
know many colleagues, who have
been both helpful and willing to
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Dr MacMillan
using the
Van der Graaf
generator
share their wisdom and experiences with me. I would
count a significant number of them as good friends.
Over the years, I have probably interacted with almost
4,000 young people. Some year groups stick particularly in my mind because of some of the characters in
the cohort and I always look back with fondness on
those particular sets of pupils. This includes the class
that noted some of my regular phrases that they found
amusing on a white board in the room, which became
a bit of a running joke.
Several of the Science staff began to refer me as
‘KMac’ and I was conscious that some of the pupils
picked up on this too. Some of the pupils referred to
me affectionately as ‘Doc’, which I took to be a compliment. I once found a reference in a pupil’s homework
diary that she had left behind in the class to someone
she called ‘tripod’ that I thought it was likely to be
me (because of my use of elbow crutches). When I
returned her homework diary to her, I light-heartedly
suggested that quadruped might have been more
appropriate, at which she blushed but seemed

In the physics classroom

relieved that I had taken the comment in a goodnatured way. I think it’s probably one of the marks of
Jordanhill School that it’s possible to have a bit of fun
with some of the pupils via good-natured banter like
this.
Throughout my time at Jordanhill, I have continued
to have a passion for learning, which has hopefully
had a positive impact on pupils. This included gaining
postgraduate qualifications in Pastoral Care, an MEd
and a PhD in Educational Studies, while still working
full-time at the school. The PhD in particular seemed
to fascinate several of the young people who would
ask what it was about and why I had done it. The short
answer is that it’s about how people learn and I did it
because the topic intrigued me and I wanted to really
challenge myself. I’d like to think that what I learned
from the research made a useful impact on my
teaching and my pupils’ learning.
It has amused me on several occasions to be told by
other members of staff that a pupil has informed them
that they considered me to be a “pure Einstein” or “
really clever”. While these accolades are very gratifying, I know they are not really justified, as there are
several members of staff who are almost certainly
more intelligent than me. Instead, I think hard work
and tenacity have facilitated my achievements. I would
therefore commend working hard and showing
resilience in the face of difficulties to pupils, rather
than assuming that the key to success is merely a
result of natural ability.
Another consequence of doing both my Masters and
my PhD was a secondment to Strathclyde University
Education Department for two years from 20052007. Again, I’d like to think that this experience had
a positive impact on my subsequent teaching upon
my return to school. In 2011, I was appointed an acting
Principal Teacher of Pastoral Care. This role was
demanding but hugely rewarding and satisfying, as
I got to help pupils and their families deal with some
very challenging situations in their lives.
Beyond the classroom, I led the annual S1 trip to
Raasay for 12 years from 2008-2019. Although a trip of
this nature involves a significant amount of work, the
incredible Raasay scenery more than compensates for
this. It has been fantastic to see pupils in a completely
Sailing on Raasay

different environment, where they get the chance to
try new things, stretch themselves and detach from
their ‘life support machines’ (aka their mobile phones)
for a few days. I know that many pupils look back
fondly on their Raasay experience. This is in no small
measure due to the fantastic team of instructors at
Raasay House who are brilliant at engaging with the
pupils and encouraging them to try new things that
are sometimes a bit out of their comfort zone. On a
personal level, I would count many of the staff there as
good friends.
In 2015 I decided to go part-time at the school, to
enable me to study for a Bachelor of Divinity degree
at the Scottish Baptist College within the University of
the West of Scotland. My intention was to become a
part-time minister while continuing to work part-time
at the school. I successfully completed the degree in
2019 and was exploring potential churches to work
with when the Covid pandemic struck and put things
very much on hold. While studying the degree, I
became involved in teaching RME at the school
which gave me another string to my bow.
I have many fond memories of the 33 years that I have
spent at Jordanhill School. I’ve enjoyed interacting
with many members of staff, particularly those in the
Science Base, where the conversation can be somewhat eclectic with never a dull moment. I’ll also miss
the ‘interesting’ assortment of Secret Santa gifts that
I have come to expect to receive from my Science
colleagues, which have been a running joke in the
staff room. I think that working with young people has
helped to keep my outlook fresh. Although it sounds
a bit cheesy, I’ll also miss being able to shape the
future lives of many of the pupils, as well as having the
satisfaction of seeing those ‘light bulb’ moments when
a young person experiences a breakthrough in their
understanding.
The thing that I am most looking forward to about
retiral is being able to spend time at a cottage on the
Isle of Tiree that my wife and I recently purchased,
including times outwith school holidays when the
island isn’t packed with visitors. My family has many
connections to Tiree, including several relatives who
still live on the island and I spent most of my childhood
summer holidays there. I intend to spend time honing
my skills in my main hobby of photography.
I’ll also relish life without bells, timetables
and particularly marking!
I was once asked by somebody what my
main aim was in life. My answer was “to make
a difference”. I really hope that there will be
at least some pupils and parents who will
feel that I have succeeded in this in some
small measure, whether through my work as
a class teacher or through my role in Pastoral
Care.

•

So, this is KMac signing off, but I hope to be
able to catch up with people when I can.
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COP26 at

JordanhillSchool
November 2021
By Stella Scollay, Francesca Anderson, Kate Petchey, Amna Memon,
Baraa Droubi, Cameron Mackay and Niall Byrne

The first thing we did was look and learn about the
new hydrogen bus. We learned the science behind it
and how it functioned.
Jordanhill school was one of the first schools to see
and step on a hydrogen bus. The hydrogen bus was
parked right next to the north campus, covered in
green branding. The first thing we did was look at the
engine to hear from an engineer about how hydrogen
can be used to power the bus.

As you will probably know, an incredibly important
event took place in Glasgow in 2021. COP26 was an
opportunity for world leaders to come together to
tackle climate change. As it is our planet, we joined in
by having our own climate change conference, here at
Jordanhill School. In the run up to COP26, we learned
about climate change related topics in all of our
subjects. Our subject teachers were able to teach us
about climate change and showed us how we can use
our own power to help the planet. They also taught us
that we can and should be hopeful about the future. In
tutor time and PSHE we talked about how humans are
creative and inventive and have overcome all sorts of
challenges in the past.
We did lots of challenging and exciting activities.
For example, in science, we learned about and
made floating gardens to overcome flooding. I really
enjoyed learning about this, and it changed my
attitude towards climate change.
To kickstart our COP26 learning, Wrightbus visited us
with one of their hydrogen buses. They were on a road
trip from London to Glasgow to present at COP26 and
stopped in to visit us before their final destination at
the Hydro.
Hydrogen buses are eco-friendly buses as they use
hydrogen instead of diesel. There are 4250 hydrogen
buses in the world, 500 are in the United Kingdom.
Investigating eco projects in the science department
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There were word games including crosswords, tarsia
triangle puzzles, true and false games and more. There
was also a game with Global Goals (which include, no
poverty, zero hunger, and quality education.) We had
to match the Global Goals photos with the correct
descriptions. The crossword puzzle included clues like
“process of removing carbon emissions from the atmosphere,” and “country of origin of floating gardens.”
All of these puzzles were linked to climate change and
what was being discussed by world leaders at COP26.
They also related to our subject classes like science
and geography. Some of the puzzles were harder than
others but we worked them out in the end. Learning the key issues through puzzles was a good way
of making you learn and remember them and enjoy
yourself too.

Reviewing the UN Sustainable Development Goals
As we got ready to step on the bus, everyone was
excited to see what the bus would look like inside. My
friend Baraa and I were first in the line. We were told to
go to the top deck, there we saw Tom from Wrightbus
standing next to a TV. Tom switched on the TV and
gave us a presentation about using hydrogen as a fuel.
Over the following two weeks, we learned about the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

The world’s first hydrogen powered double decker
bus visits Jordanhill School
In another task, every S1 pupil made a pledge to keep
our planet safe, the pledge could be anything you
wanted e.g. ‘I promise to walk more often than using
the car’ or ‘I promise to take shorter showers’.

Primary pupils visiting the electric bus depot
(SDGs for short) and how we can use them to plan for
a better future. They are important because they are
about protecting the natural foundations of life and
our planet. The SDGs provide a global blueprint for
dignity, peace, and prosperity for all the people on our
planet. In tutor time and PSHE we looked at the SDGs
in detail and then in our classes we looked at ones
that are specific to that subject. On our final day we
also chose the ones that we thought we could make a
difference to in our daily lives.
On the final day of COP26, all S1 pupils held their own
conference. We were split up in our house groups and
worked in small teams of five pupils.

In the ‘If I Was Monarch of Jordanhill’ task, we wrote
things we would do for the environment if we were
the monarchs of Jordanhill. We calculated our carbon
footprint and completed a design challenge where we
created an ocean cleaning machine. Finally, we were
challenged to create a presentation on everything we
had learned about climate change from our two week
COP26 project. One group presentation from each
house was then chosen to go through to a judging final
with Mr Anderson (Rector), Mrs Iafrate (STEM leader),
Mrs Munro (Head of Chemistry) and a visitor from the
engineering firm Jacobs.
Before we presented to the judges, our visitor Ellen
Kane from Jacobs gave us an interesting talk about
her job at Jacobs. I found the presentation really interesting and didn’t know that you could be a sustainable
city planner – it sounds like a cool job!
One of the best experiences was getting through to
the final round and presenting my group’s presentation to the panel of judges. We were first to present
our talk to the judges and after a while, I managed to
feel more comfortable about the situation. We had
Continued on next page.
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Virtual Work
Experience
Using VR to investigate the electric bus

By S4 pupils Caitlin Ashcroft,
Abi McCaffrey and Amelia Browne

been clear, loud and we had put some humour in. Our
fellow house members had been watching the whole
thing via Teams and it was comforting to see them
listening to our talk. It felt amazing when we were
finished, and we received standing ovations. From
then on, everything seemed to pass in slow-motion.
I remember shaking the judges’ hands and suddenly
the realisation of what I had done sunk in. I was proud
of my group and myself for what we had done. We
stood up for what was right for our planet and gained
confidence too. We shared our knowledge, the
knowledge that could help our future.

OUR DAY ON THE
HYDROGEN BUS

By S1 pupils Ailsa Tonner, Lewis Shearer, Dylan
Fraser-Rae, and Amelie Lapthorn
We went outside with Mrs Iafrate and Mr Anderson
to meet the Wright bus crew and to give interviewers
to the visiting media. We listened to Tom Greenshield
from Wrightbus who told us all about the Hydrogen
bus, and how hydrogen fuel can be a replacement
for fossil fuels. Tom told us that, instead of carbon
products in the emissions, only water is emitted when
hydrogen is used.
We were interviewed by the BBC and got to listen to
our interview later in the afternoon. It was exciting to
be able to share our thoughts with the world leaders at
COP26. I felt like our words were making a difference
and it felt amazing to have our voices heard as few
children get an opportunity like this. We are all incredibly thankful to the school and a special thanks to Mrs
Iafrate, STEM leader, for making all of this possible.

COP 26 in Primary

In Primary, pupils learned about looking after the
environment and enjoyed creating a song to celebrate
their learning. A group of pupils were fortunate to be
invited to the Caledonia electric bus depot by First
Bus. Pupils involved were selected after delivering
an environment themed presentation to their class.
Alister Jack MP, Secretary of State for Scotland and
Janette Bell, First Bus – UK Managing Director,
enjoyed talking with our pupils and hearing about
their impressions of the electric fleet and their
environmental awareness.
28
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ho knew watching TV could prepare us for work
experience? Three pupils from S4 joined over
100 pupils from across the UK to take part in Media and
Journalism work experience over zoom. The event was
held by Reach, the largest commercial news publisher
for regional and national news covering the Daily Mirror,
OK magazine and more.
During the first day, Alison Phillips, editor of the Daily
Mail gave a masterclass on storytelling. Alison gave
some incredibly useful advice and good insights on the
style of writing needed for journalism. We learned the
key steps of writing for a newspaper, to inform, educate
and entertain while making it short and snappy. “As if
you’re shouting out of a window trying to tell someone
the news.” We also learned how to show the essentials
of an article and getting all the necessary information
for the reader. Alison also explained why we write
articles and how it is about informing the reader on
anything from politics to the Kardashians.
The next masterclass was taught by Jason Beattie,
the Mirror’s head of campaigns. He explained how
journalists can use the media to make a difference.
Successful Mirror campaigns include Marcus
Rashford’s campaign to provide children with free
school meals during the holidays, and the Max
campaign which fought to change the rules on organ
donation. We were taught the fundamental steps in
campaigning: key demands, a face for the campaign
and petitions. Showing us the importance of campaigns
and how they can provide everyone with a voice and
make a positive difference. Following this masterclass,
we had the opportunity to make our own campaigns on
any issue we found important, how to promote it and
who we thought would be right to represent the issue.
It was incredible to go through the thought process
behind all the choices included in making a campaign,

and it showed a positive side to journalism that isn’t
always seen.
On the second morning, we heard from Omar
Hamouda, the assistant head of social media for Reach
plc. He told us about and the unconventional path he
took to get there, first being a chemistry student then
spending a year working unpaid, to grow various social
media accounts before landing a job in the Daily Mirror.

As if you’re shouting
out of a window
trying to tell
someone the news.
Like many of the people we heard from, he didn’t
have related qualifications and got his job through
internships and work experience. We learned the ins
and outs of professional social media and how to
respond to the backlash that comes with it. As well as
how important social media is in the world of news, as
60% of the daily mirrors’ pageviews are driven by media
sites such as Facebook.

We were lucky enough to hear from award-winning
photographer Andy Stenning. We learned the meaning
behind some of his most famous photos, from schools
on the frontline of warzones, the celebration of peace,
to the eruption of a football crowd after the winning
goal is scored. We learned to focus on contrast.
Whether it be colours, people or flashes of true
emotion, to get that perfect shot and of course, the
always important shutter speed. Andy also explained
how photos cannot work on their own and how “photos
and words have to work together” to truly show the full
picture.
At the end of the two days we were given the
opportunity to put our knowledge to the test.
Everything we had learned from the amazing mentors
and masterclasses. Working in groups we were tasked
with preparing questions for interviewing our celebrity
quest, Shaughna Philips. Shaughna is a social media
influencer who appeared on the hit TV show Love
Island. It was very exciting as it was a chance not only to
talk to someone famous but gave us a real insight into
journalism. Caitlin and Abi were spokespersons for their
groups and got to share their questions with Shaughna.
After two days of learning from the best we all feel like
we have gained knowledge and experience about
journalistic careers. Even though we were joining from
a zoom call the Reach team were amazing at keeping
us engaged and inspired. From learning how to take the
perfect picture to interviewing a stranger, this virtual
work experience was a great success and we encourage
our classmates to try the virtual option.

•
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Educational Amenities Trust :
enhancing learning experiences

Dissection Club

Striving
Higher

By Graeme Gibb, Head of Biology

The Educational Amenities Trust awards grants to
Jordanhill School to allow our pupils to experience
educational enrichment activities. Teachers submit
grant applications to the Trust to obtain funding for
projects that will enhance the school experience for
pupils. In this article our Head of Biology, Graeme Gibb,
discusses one such project that was supported by the
Educational Amenities Trust. We are grateful to the
many parents and friends of the school who donate
to the Trust allowing such activities to take place.
From my own University experience- and from the
comments of one of my Professors despairing at our
lack of dissection skills-I had noted that there were few
opportunities for pupils to carry out dissections in school
biology courses. With the removal of many areas of
anatomy outcomes in school biology courses, there is
now no need to dissect frogs or other specimens to cover
the course content. In Jordanhill Biology department,
we discussed the importance of giving pupils the
opportunity to experience dissection. It is such a rich
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learning tool for pupils, helping them to expand their
knowledge, apply their learning in context and also to
enthuse pupils’ interests in biology.
With an Educational Amenities grant, we were able to
update out dissection equipment and purchase dissection samples for pupils to explore. Through after school
sessions, we were able to guide an interested group of S3
pupils helping them to carry-out their own dissections of
pig eyeballs, sheep hearts and whole rats. With support,
the pupils were able to dissect their own samples, identify
what they were seeing and discuss the functioning of
the organs and tissues they found. The pupils were given
the chance to be as independent as they wanted, some
getting stuck in with scissors and forceps, others happy
to watch and get involved where they felt comfortable.
The questions the pupils were asking were excellent and
showed a genuine interest in what they were doing
and how they could apply what they found to
other organisms including themselves.
Examining the valves of the heart

Although only the heart forms part of the National 5
Biology course, the opportunity for dissection gives
pupils a broader understanding of the interaction of
organs and tissues within living things and introduces
them to skills and experiences which will hopefully
continue to be beneficial. Now that we have witnessed
the success of this project, we are looking forward to
embedding elements of dissection into our S2 science
course to afford more pupils this rich learning
opportunity.

•

Above: Practising dissection techniques
Below: Mr Harvey giving careful guidance on
the safe dissection of the heart
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Sporting Success 2022
We bounced back from the difficult restrictions of 2020-21 to bring sporting success to
Jordanhill School. Our pupils excelled both individually and as part of our many teams.
The highlights below reflect some of the success we celebrated through Twitter and our
e-bulletins. Congratulations to all our pupils who have given so much to sport this year.

Football
Our senior football squad have
had a very successful season,
making the knockout stages of
several cups. The boys made it to
the semi-final of the Scottish Cup
losing on penalties to Linlithgow
Academy. The highlight of the
season was playing against
Holyrood at Celtic Park on the
16th of May. Although they did
not win, they worked superbly as
a team and made Holyrood work
hard for their victory.

The senior football squad

Rugby
We’ve had a season of mixed results
across the board, finishing 5th in
the conference. However, the rugby
programme is always growing and we
can’t wait to see how we get on in the
near future. Highlights include: our
S1s playing in their first 7s tournament,
two U16s (Keith Scott & Fraser Smith)
being picked to represent Glasgow &
the West U16s and former pupil and
coach Finn Callaghan making his
debut for Glasgow Warriors &
Scotland 7s.
Left: Keith Scott, U16s Glasgow
and the West rugby.
Right: Our rugby coach,
Finn Callaghan

Tennis
Elisa Gibson, 1Mo, and Lauryn O’Brien,
2Mo, were selected to play in the West of
Scotland 14U County Cup tennis team. They
had a fantastic result coming top of their
group when they played against highranking players from Yorkshire, North S
cotland, East Scotland and South Scotland
at the end of April. This meant they qualified
for the LTA 14U County Cup Event Finals at
the Nottingham City Tennis Centre 13-16th
May. They had a great 3 days of tennis with
some extremely competitive matches. They
also enjoyed spending time with professional
player, Maia Lumsden, and watched her win
the doubles event in the Pro Series.
32
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Hockey
Our 1st XI hockey team played the school’s first
ever Scottish Cup final on Friday 18th March at
the Peffermill Playing Fields, Edinburgh. They
were supported by two busloads of Jordanhill
pupils, many parents and former pupils, who
cheered on our fantastic team. Despite heroic
individual and team efforts, we lost to George
Heriot’s School. The final score was 1-0 with
Jordanhill the far more threatening team
throughout the second half.
The team represented themselves and our
school superbly in front of a large, noisy crowd.
They gave everything during the game and
were obviously very disappointed at the final
whistle. However, you can see from the photo
above that they had the maturity to enjoy and
be rightly proud of this superb achievement.
The final capped a great season for the 1st XI. The team
includes three members of the Scotland U17 team but it
is their collective skill, teamwork and commitment that
has been the foundation of their success.

The 1st XI hockey team at the Scottish Cup, March 2022
Our 3rd year girls also made it to the final of the Scottish
Plate Final, losing narrowly to The Glasgow Academy
at Peffermill. Reaching the final was an outstanding
achievement and we can’t wait to see how the team
develops in the coming years.

Netball
The S3 Scottish Cup Netball team played
St Margaret’s High School & Langholm
Academy in the regional round of the
competition. St Margaret’s won both of
their games and Jordanhill beat Langholm.
The girls played really well and showed
fantastic determination in their matches.
Evie O’Brien, S3 Mo, captained her district
netball team and led them to the district
final. She was also awarded the Glasgow
district player of the year . On the back of
her performances at club and district level,
Evie has been invited for Scotland trials.
Above: S1 and S2 Netball
Left: S3 Netball
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Individual sporting success
Rowing
Dara Wood represented Scottish Argonauts ‘A’ for Scottish
Rowing at WEHORR 2022, the largest women’s eights
competition in the world. Her boat was placed 6th in the
Juniors’ race, the best ever result achieved by a Scottish
Rowing eight at this level. The course was a reverse run of the
famous Oxbridge Boat Race competition. Well done, Dara!
Below: Dara Wood, Rowing success

Windsurfing
Congratulations to St John pupils, Anna, S1, Ellen, S3,
and Robert Phillips, S5, (pictured above) who represented the RYA (Royal Yachting Association) team
Scotland Windsurfing at the national championships
at Rutland Sailing club. Ellen finished 14th, Robert
finished 10th and we are delighted to report that
Anna came 2nd to secure a silver medal - the only
Scottish windsurfer to win a medal. Well done!

Squash
Congratulations to Robyn McAlpine
who won the Scottish Junior
Championships U17 and Cailean
McAlpine who won the Scottish Junior
Championships U13. Both pupils have
been selected for Scotland following
their success.
Murdo Mackenzie (S1) recently
competed in the Scottish Squash
Junior Nationals in the under 15 boys
category. The U15 Scotland team
finished in a tight last place (losing
3-2 to Wales and Ireland) but put
up a good fight, playing some great
squash and represented Scotland
with great pride.
Left to right: Robyn McAlpine,
Cailean McAlpine,
Murdo Mackenzie
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Primary Interhouse
This term our primary 6s & 7s took part in endball for Primary interhouse. The game is
brilliant and highlights many transferrable skills across our sports at Jordanhill. There
were plenty of smiles and skills on show during the two afternoons.
The results were: 1st Crawfurd, 2nd Smith, 3rd St John, 4th Montgomerie.

Primary Henderson Challenge
Primary 5,6 and 7 pupils enjoyed a wonderful afternoon in May participating
in the Henderson Challenge. We came second place overall against strong
competition. A great result for Jordanhill Primary!
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Creating an Inspiring Environment

David Elliott-Wilson, Head of Art and Design
South Campus atrium
from the first floor

South Campus atrium,
looking up to the Art
department
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Over the Spring Break the
South Campus stairwells, the
Atrium, and the top corridor in
the North Campus building were
transformed by the addition of
dozens of large reproductions
of Photography and Artwork by
pupils from the Art and Design
department. This was made
possible due to a significant
investment by the school to
celebrate the creativity of our
former and current pupils. The
works are from the past several
years of Photography and Art
Folios and cover an eclectic and
diverse range of themes, giving
a vibrant flavour of the interests,
imagination, and creativity of
the young people in Jordanhill
school

There have been many
comments from staff and
pupils about how the images have really enhanced
the aesthetic of the school
and added a bit of character,
especially to the stairwells.
We are delighted to be able
to showcase the work of our
pupils, past and present, and
look forward to former pupils coming to visit and see
their work displayed proudly
across the school.

English/Library/Music corridor
of the North Campus

“I really like the images
around the school and
particularly like the one of
the boy on the car as I think
it is nice and fun compared
to some of the other
images.”
Charles Shearer

I think the new artwork is
very interesting and all the
work is very well executed.
I love the theme of all the
pictures and think they
make the atrium way more
fun and interesting.”
Grace O’Malley

Atrium stairwell

“I feel like the paintings give
the school a more artistic
feeling making it better.”
Tomas Estrada O’Callaghan

“I love the new artwork
around the school,
especially the ones
coming up the stairs.”
Lauryn O’Brien
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Advanced Higher Art and Design

Heather Mitchell – 1917
H

eather ambitiously chose to produce
..a Graphic Novel and poster based on
the movie 1917, set in WWI. She said “I have
chosen this theme as I thought many of the
scenes would translate well into storyboards,
which is something that I am interested in
doing after School.” Heather started by
investigating her WWI theme through
drawing and collecting photographs.
She drew inspiration from Graphic
Novel illustrators Chip Kid and Mike Mignola,
Game of Thrones storyboard artist William
Simpson and Guy Denning’s illustrations of
soldiers. Heather then went on to develop
her own illustrative style and the ideas for
the layout of her Graphic Novel before
going on to produce the final illustrations
and the 1917 Poster.
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Primary 6 artwork
Clockwise from top left:
Jessica-May Payne,
Harry Tinkler, Ranulf Mackenzie,
Alex Nicolson, Amelie Tsang,
Emma Pilsworth,
Mehtab Singh,
Spencer Wales (centre)
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Primary 7
World War II topic
artwork
Clockwise from top left:
Sophie Davidson, Ellie McAllister,
Olivia Burns, Isabelle Hopkinson,
Tara McIntyre, Eva Hose
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S1 Art and Design

Botanical Drawings

These wonderful observational drawings were produced in Art and Design
by S1 pupils as the catalyst for their Ceramic Vessel Design ideas. The black and
white, tonal studies are based on precise photographs of plants taken by
Karl Blossfeldt as resources he used when teaching sculpture. Here, the
S1 pupils have used their graphite pencil sets to carefully reproduce
Emily
the images to use as inspiration for their own designs.
Marshall

Karolina Bolbot

Dougie Mcfarlane

Kate Petchey

Mariyah Ahmed

Kate Petchey

Lexie
Drummond

Millie Maule

Eleanor Winter

Jessica Doran

Ruby
Hamilton

Garbo
Wong
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Joseph McDermott
Simar Burmy
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Lauren Gillespie

S2 Art and Design

Timorous Beasties
Pattern Design
S2 pupils produced pattern designs this session based on the stunning, nature
inspired work of ‘Timorous Beasties’, the local, world-renowned design studio.
Pupils started with detailed analytical studies of insects and plant forms, then
moved onto experimenting with various motifs and manual approaches to
creating pattern before developing and producing their own final pattern using
either Photoshop or Pixlr. This selection of pieces by our S2 pupils gives a flavour
of the range of outcomes, which were finally presented using Spoonflower.
Beth
Ross

Harrison
Aitken

Libby Anderson

Erin
Mccallum

Bea
Courtial

Erin Mccallum

Sylvie Robertson

Kitty
Mcquade
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Special Interest
Printmaking
These images were produced in the Art and Design Department by
senior pupils in their Tuesday afternoon Special Interest Printmaking
group. They are all Lino-cut prints, with the multicoloured ones
being produced as reductive prints where more of the block is
cut away after each colour is printed.

Ava Mee

Rebecca Rae
Cherry Campbell

Lucy Arthur

Cherry Campbell

Maisie McCredie

Maisie McCredie

Maya Petrie

Rebecca Gray

Rebecca Gray
Maya Petrie

Ruby-Kate
Fraser-Smail

Eve Tungatt
Lucy Arthur
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Eve Tungatt
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Advanced Higher Art and Design:
Nathan Brown ‘Just Dance’
For my Advanced Higher Art and
Design portfolio, I decided to work
as a Graphic Designer and chose the
theme of ‘Just Dance’. ‘Just Dance’
is the name of a video game where
you follow a character’s moves on
screen and get points based on how
well you copy the moves.

I chose this theme as the
characters in the game are
real life people that have been
recorded dancing, so I thought
I could take photographs of my
friends and then edit them to
look like the characters seen
in the game. I have designed a
poster and video game covers
for the game as my project this
year and was heavily influenced
by Paula Scher for one of my
posters and have also taken
inspiration from other video
game covers and posters. I used
Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator
to manipulate the images and
create backgrounds and text.
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T

he ‘RSA Schools Art Award’ has been running since 1986 for schools all over
Scotland and is considered one of the most prestigious Art awards made to
pupils. It is a very inclusive drawing competition for all year groups which puts
an emphasis on technique, observation and interpretation of a subject matter.
Judges were also looking for work which displayed creativity and originality.
We are delighted to announce that we had three pupils from Jordanhill who
were acknowledged for their efforts.
Baraa Droubi S1 was one of the main prize winners with his tonal study in
pencil of a photographic image by Karl Blossfeldt. Baraa demonstrated an
incredibly accurate interpretation of this image and displayed a very
mature handling of his media. Very well done, Baraa.
Baraa Droubi, S1
Sarah Ross, S6

Royal Scottish Academy
Schools Art Award 2022
Erin Mee, S4
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Sarah Ross S6 and
Erin Mee S4 were both
awarded Highly
Commended certificates.
Erin submitted a skilfully
observed colour pencil
study of a still life
arrangement for the
Intermediate category.
Sarah Ross submitted a
beautifully executed oil
pastel portrait study for
the Senior category.
Well done to all three
pupils for such
wonderful success.
This is a remarkable
achievement, as there
were over 350
entrants in each
category.
Very well done!!

Help us to

Strive Higher

I hope you enjoyed this edition of the Jordanhill Journal. We rely on the
goodwill of our parents, staff, former pupils, and friends of the school
to help us subsidise our co-curricular programmes that feature in this
journal. It is a testament to this support that so many of our pupils achieve
highly and continue to make their mark beyond Jordanhill School.
How can you help us?
Please consider helping us in our campaign to ensure that the next generation
of Jordanhill pupils benefit from all that Jordanhill School has to offer. You can
do this by donating through our Striving Higher campaign to help us realise our
ambitions.
You can find out more about our campaign by visiting our website:
www.jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk/development/
Please consider making a donation,
or set up a Direct Debit, on line:
totalgiving.co.uk/charity/jordanhill-school-educational-amenities-trust-fund

Striving
Higher

Contributions to the journal from former pupils
We love hearing from former pupils as do our many readers
from across the globe.
If you have a story to tell and are connected to Jordanhill School,
please contact us at info@jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk
Thank-you,

John Anderson
Rector (Principal and Chief Executive)
May 2022

Striving
Higher

45 Chamberlain Rd, Glasgow G13 1SP
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